WHO ARE THE GREYS, AND WHY ARE THEY HERE?
“Greys” is just another term for the ETs known as “Zetas”, and is used for the simple reason that
many of them are grey in color, but neither term is really correct. A better name for them would
be “Guardians”. The name Zeta implies that they’re nothing more than just a species of
extraterrestrial form the Zeta Reticuli star system, and although some of them may have
experienced lives there, they’re actually way beyond that. The Guardians are inter-dimensional
beings who have been around for billions of years and have experienced life in many different
star systems. A great number of them have moved beyond the karmic need or desire to inhabit
physical biological forms. They often manifest as simply a Light or Energy Body (an Orb), and
they are caretakers of universal life-force energy.
Their presence here is mainly to do with Earth evolving upwards to a higher vibrational
frequency, which is what the 2012 shift is all about. For humanity to continue to exist on Earth,
we too will have to evolve to a higher energy frequency to remain in synch with our planet. The
grey Guardians are “triers” and “testers” of souls, whose job is to assist us with this sometimes
daunting process.
In order to do this, those Guardians who have moved beyond the need for physical biological
bodies (or containers, as they call them), make use of artificial or at least semi-artificial bodies
when they need to interact with physical beings on a third dimensional world such as Earth. Not
being biological, these bodies don’t need atmosphere to breathe or food to eat, and can
withstand extremes in temperature and atmospheric pressure, so they are ideal for space travel
and work on planets with differing living conditions.
It’s important to understand however that it’s only the body, or “container” that is artificial – not
the entity inhabiting the body. Just as our biological human body is simply a vehicle through
which we the spirit can experience physical life, so the Guardians’ non-biological bodies are
simply vehicles for their spiritual essence to use as a temporary “vehicle”. The soul
consciousness inhabiting a Guardian body is no different from the soul consciousness inhabiting
a human body. A grey Guardian clothed in their artificial body to carry out work down here on
Earth is no different from one of our astronauts dressed in a space suit to carry out work in outer
space.
The artificial bodies used by the Guardians are modeled on the very simple biological forms
used by higher evolved human-type species still operating on physical planets, but who have
almost moved beyond the need for gross physicality. With these ones there is more focus on the
mind than on the physical aspect of their being, hence the larger heads and smaller, simpler
bodies.
Only the lower dimensions of the universe are physical. As we evolve to higher levels our focus
shifts away from body and up to mind and soul. Those ones we think of as “Angels” are pure
soul energy with no physical form at all.
The Greys’ presence on Earth is all to do with our planetary shift to a higher energy frequency.
As “triers” and “testers” of souls their job is to awaken us spiritually, and this involves assisting
us to access sub-conscious mind-stuff – all the “excess baggage” that we’ve carried through
from the past, often from past lives, and generally fear-oriented, that causes major blocks to our
spiritual growth.

Here we’re talking about fears, superstitions, outmoded belief patterns and mind-sets which
create limits and barriers on deeper sub-conscious levels of our mind. These need to be brought
to the surface so they can be healed and released. The eyes of the Greys have a mirroring
effect, reflecting back to us this deeply-buried mind-stuff and forcing us to look at and deal with
it, which can be potentially quite terrifying and traumatic, for it is often the stuff of nightmares.
This clearing however is most necessary for our ultimate growth and evolution as human
beings. The Greys could be described as universal alchemists, transmuting the base metal of
lower human emotions to the pure gold of divine consciousness.
This intervention by higher beings in our evolutionary process is behind the Genesis Story in the
Bible. We cannot do it on our own. Evolution in the human kingdom is a spiritual process, and is
all about opening up and expanding our conscious awareness to enable us to consciously
access dimensional frequencies way beyond the limited third dimensional awareness that we
can now perceive as humans of Earth. This is a natural part of our journey back to Oneness/
Source, or what Christians term “God”. It’s a process of “waking up” and consciously reuniting
with a higher and more expanded aspect of our own being. Buddhists refer to this process as
Self Realization, and all religions on Earth acknowledge and have a term for it. Part of this
process also involves activating more of our DNA, hence the genetic work being carried out on
people up on the ET ships. The so-called Star Children are a product of this genetic
intervention.
In order to reunite with higher aspects of our being, we must raise the vibrational frequency of
our energy (chakra) system accordingly. Human evolution is all about fine tuning our energy
system to higher and higher frequencies. To do this we must move past and let go of all our
fears and prejudices expressed through such things as racism, intolerance, jealousy, ego, etc.
for these are the vices that block us from living our lives in a state of pure unconditional love,
empathy and oneness with all life. The ETs known as Greys are here to help us clear these
fears from our psyche to enable us to step up to the next evolutionary level along with our
planet.
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